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President’s
Report
The year under review has been exceptional in
many ways. Top of the list has been the hosting
of the 4th World Sport Fishing Games. The
hosting of these Games consisting out of the
World Championships and Guest Events
heavily applied pressure on the financial
situation
in
most
of
the
National
Federations/Associations
(NF/NA’s).
Fortunately, none of the NF/NA’s were
financially ruined by it. We could not raise
enough sponsorship to execute the Games as
we would have loved to do it but we managed
to host a professional event.
Second, on the list can only be the exceptional
results achieved during the various World
Championships. On this note, I would like to
covey a warm word of congratulations to
SABAA for their Black Bass Protea Team,
being ranked as the Best team in the world and
furthermore Mr. Justy Varkevisser who is also
ranked first as the individual angler.
When the National Lotteries Board adjusted its
funding model where there is now a one-year
cooling off period, we were always going to
battle to maintain financial commitments
within the NF/NA’s.
Our dealing with disputes continues to put
pressure on SASACC to intervene in
member bodies not adhering to good
governance or adhering of to the SASACC
Procedure for Avoidance and Resolution Of
Disputes and Disciplinary Codes. All our
member bodies must ensure that we
adhere to good governance based on the
constitutions, regulations and policies to
ensure administrative fairness as required
by the SA Constitution and the various Acts.
When one of the member bodies fail to
adherence to this, the sport ‘s image is
severely damaged due to the utilization of
social media and communication with
SASCOC and or SRSA. We all need to work
towards keeping the athletes central to our
activities and drive for management, then
we will flourish.

We as SASACC must ensure that we maintain
a uniformed approach to the Development and
Transformation of our sport based on our
limitations and the nature of the sport.
We
cannot be allowed that we deviate from this
because if one of the NF/NA’s is putting
SASACC and the other members at risk due to
adherence of the Act and the internal policies.
As the governing body of the sport, we are
responsible for the hosting of competitions
from club to international level for our
members to participate in. Hence the drive to
establish the Africa Region Championships and
participation in various international events
annually.
Our activity report for the year under review
will indicate that the various structures/bodies
of the organisation to a large extent have
worked well. In line with our mandate of
preparing and presenting teams, we have been
able to put together teams to represent this
country very well as well as the lower
membership structures.
I would like to thank the SASACC National
Council for the support since filling the chair of
President, furthermore, it is important to
acknowledge the tireless commitment and
hard work completed by all the office-bearers
on all the various structures found in SASACC.
Without the members’ hard work, this
Confederation will not be sustainable and
deliver the results during participations on the
different levels.
Based on the decrease in membership
numbers, the decreased participation in some
events and withdrawal from selected teams, I
have the perception that the current financial
situation in the world & South Africa is having
an effect on our members. Having said this, I
strongly urge NF/NA’s to start thinking ”out the
box” to ensure we can maintain sustainable
participation by our members. It is out of this
that the development and establishment of the
SA Open Championships and Africa Region
Championships are in progress in some of the
NF/NA’s.

It is sad to report that we still spend too much
time putting out fires in some of our National
Federations. Whichever way you want to look
at it, it creates a negative image.
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It has been a pleasure to lead SASACC
for the short period because at times you
tolerated all the demands made on you and
your committees and members.
With 2020 laying ahead of us with all the
challenges, I urge you to form part of the
strategy of challenging existing methods of
executing actions and completing events.
On closing my report, I want to leave you with
the following;
“If you don’t like change, you are going to like

irrelevance even less”.
-Tom Peters-

Andries Maree
SASACC President

VISION
President’s Vision for SASACC
I would like to lead this Confederation on a basis of good governance with the support from the NF/NA’s as I am but
only the leader of the Confederation and you as the exceptionally gifted leaders in your own way and national
organization.
My leadership vision for SASACC is;

The passion for the angling sport is at the core of my business and that of SASACC. Our primary motive is the
setting and achieving of targets, moving beyond our participation limits and enabling our anglers and casters to
achieve their highest goals in angling and to improve the wellbeing of all our members by creating fair and equal
participation opportunities for all.
Having said this, you would have seen this in the draft Development and Transformation Strategy for SASACC
wherein this vision formed the core of the strategy document.
I respectfully request all NF/NA’s leadership to all embrace this and start the new era in our sport by evolving and
transforming to the new area of participation, the involvement of our members and governance.
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OPERATIONS AND EVENTS
Programmes and Activities
4th SPORT FISHING WORLD GAMES 2019

The event manager was SASACC, and the hosts for the various World Championships and Guest Championships
were 8 of our member NF/NA’s namely:
• SADSAA
• SAALAA
• SAFFA
• SACSCF
• SAFBAF
• SASAA
• SABAA
• SALTBAA
The Games were attended by 50 Nations with no less than 199 teams in the various Championships. This added up to over 1500
participants with over 450 volunteers, officials and LOC members.
The South African teams which participated earned 7 Gold Medals and 9 other medals which includes team medals counted as
one and the individual medals counted as one. South Africa as a country obtained the most medals out of all the Nations.
The Games were presented over a period of about 9 days and with all the activities and travelling involved, we are grateful to
the Lord that He blessed the event to be completed without any serious incident, accident or death. As part of the opening
ceremony of the Games, over 340 persons were flown from Cape Town to Johannesburg to enable them to enjoy the
spectacular opening ceremony.
With the assistance of the Oewerhengelaar Magazine, we managed to compile a memorabilia photo book of the Games which
are for sale to any person interested in it. The sale price given is at the duplication cost without a profit margin.
As you are aware, the various Championships Super Sport programs were shown although it was done after an extended
period due to technical challenges at various points which we did not foresee. By the time of publication of this report, all the
programs of the various events of the Games will be loaded onto the Sport Fishing World Games YouTube Channel.
Ten months have passed since hosting the Games and looking back now at all of the hours invested by all, I am proud to say,
“We did it, professionally”.
On behalf of the SASACC Mancom, I would once again like to thank all the LOC’s and volunteers who worked so hard to make
the Games a success.
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OPERATIONS AND EVENTS
4th SPORT FISHING WORLD GAMES 2019 (Continue)
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TRANSFORMATION & DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES
Some of our NF/NA’s have over the years initiated various initiatives in the process of developing and transforming the sport,
however, there were some of the NF/NA’s which did not progress as far as was expected of them. There are various reasons
for this and thus with the development of the draft Development and Transformation Strategy for 2020-2024 all possible
factors were considered and assessed to determine the way forward.
All the NF/NA’s are requested to adopt this strategy and implement actions plans with measurable outcomes to ensure the
reaching of the objectives as stipulated in the strategy.
It needs to be pointed out that the focus areas include youth, ladies and disabled participation as well as the involvement of
women and persons of colour in the management structures with SASACC and the NF/NA’s.
SASACC TRAINING & RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
After the launching of the various courses over the past few years, the attendance of the courses by certain NF/NA’s have been
very well, however there are some NF/NA’s whose members have not been attending these courses as required. It is required
of all Provincial and National team managers and team captains to complete the respective courses before being selected in
the positions. The NF/NA’s are responsible to ensure that this requirement is met before applying for the approval of National
teams and enrolment of Provincial teams are excepted for National/Regional Championships.
The process of the further development of the courses as well as the second level of the coach’s courses will be starting in due
time. As soon as it's done and ready for enrolment, the NF/NA’s will be informed to enable their members to attend the training
opportunity.
These designations are angling sport-specific and will not be recognized by the other sports federations and learning
institutions as SASACC decided not to form part of the formal SAQUA training requirements. The current courses available are:

•
•
•
•

Assistance Coach – Level 1
Team Manager
Team Captain
Angling Administration

As part of the training process within SASACC, the National Council accepted a process of Recognition of Prior Learning.
NF/NA’s are urged to motivate their members, based on their exciting experience and knowledge to make use of this process
whereby they can obtain recognition for a designation based on the recommendations and evidence portfolio presented.
From a good governance perspective, we urge all the NF/NA’s to motivate the office-bearers of their structures to attend the
Angling Administration Course to empower these members to improve their governance skills.
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OPERATIONS AND EVENTS
NATIONAL EVENTS
Annually the NF/NA’s are hosting a substantial number of Events on a National level which are being attended by Provincial
teams or by individual members based on the participation rules of the NF/NA’s.
The events hosted in 2019 by the NF/NA’s includes the following:
Number of
Participants

Federation/Association

Event

SABAA

Inter-Provincial championship

100

Wriggleswade Dam, EC

National Championship

100

Albert Falls Dam, KZN

Youth National Championship

60

Barkley East

B-Nationals Seniors Championship

55

Barkley East

A-Nationals Seniors Championship

60

Kamberg, KZN

Ladies &Masters National Championship

35

Western Cape

SA Championships

10

Welkom

Prestige Championships

10

Pretoria

Bank Ang Ladies National Championship Prem A Sec

84

Bloemhof Dam - Sloep

Bank Ang Ladies National Championship Prem B Sec

48

Bloemhof Dam - Sloep

Bank Ang Ladies National Championship Pres A Sec

40

Bloemhof Dam - Sloep

Bank Ang Veterans National Championship A Sec

84

Bloemhof Dam - Sloep

Bank Ang Veterans National Championship B Sec

60

Bloemhof Dam - Sloep

Carp Ang National Championship A Sec

72

Bloemhof Dam - Bamboesspruit

Carp Ang National Championship B Sec

42

Bloemhof Dam - Bamboesspruit

Feeder Ang National Championship A Sec

78

Vaal Dam

Feeder Ang National Championship B Sec

45

Vaal Dam

Feeder Ang National Championship C Sec

20

Vaal Dam

Bank Ang Seniors National Championship Prem A Sec

84

Vaal Dam

Bank Ang Seniors National Championship Prem B Sec

84

Bloemhof Dam - Sloep

Bank Ang Seniors National Championship Pres A Sec

84

Vaal Dam

Bank Ang Seniors National Championship Prem C Sec

84

Bloemhof Dam - Sandveldt

Bank Ang Seniors National Championship Pres B Sec

60

Kwaggaskloof Dam

Bank Ang Masters National Championship Prem A Sec

84

Bloemhof Dam - Sloep

Bank Ang Masters National Championship Prem B Sec

84

Bloemhof Dam - Sloep

Bank Ang Masters National Championship Pres A Sec

72

Bloemhof Dam - Sloep

Match Ang National Championship 11m Sec

16

Vaal River

Match Ang National Championship 13m Sec

23

Vaal River

Bank Ang Disabled Anglers National Championship Prem A Sec

43

Vaal Dam

Bank Ang Juniors National Championship Pres A Sec

72

Bloemhof Dam - Sloep

Bank Ang Juniors National Championship Prem A Sec

84

Bloemhof Dam - Sloep

Bank Ang Juniors National Championship Prem B Sec

84

Bloemhof Dam - Sloep

Junior National

130

East London

Masters National

100

Port Elizabeth

World Games

35

Langebaan

Senior A National

190

Struisbaai

Senior B National

110

Mossel Bay

Development National

50

Mossel Bay

Ladies National

70

Port Elizabeth

Pegged National

50

Durban

Grand Masters

90

Mossel Bay

SAFFA

SACSCF

SAFBAF

SASAA
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Venue

Number of
Participants

Federation/Association

Event

SADSAA

Light & Heavy Tackle Nationals

150

Sodwana

Mapelane Billfish Invitational

110

Mapelane

Billfish Interprovincial & Interclub

110

Richards Bay

SADSAA Junior Gamefish Nationals

150

Point Yacht Club

Marlin Cup Sa

120

Richardsbay

SADSAA Bottomfish Nationals

150

Struisbaai

Tuna Masters

110

Hout Bay

SADSAA Senior Game Fish Nationals

110

St Lucia

All Coastal Bottomfish Interprovincial

105

Gonubie Mc

All Inlands Interprovincial

105

Sodwana

Tuna Inter-Provincial, Rumble Bay

120

Cbsc, Cape Point

SADSAA Light Tackle Billfish Nationals

120

Sodwana

SADSAA Tuna Nationals

110

Shelly Beach

Kleinbaai Bottom Fish Interprovincial

150

Kleinbaai

Junior Bottom Fish Interprovincial

150

Struisbaai

Light Tackle Billfish Interprovincial

120

Sodwana

Heavy Tackle Billfish Nationals

110

Sodwana

National Championships

90

Vaal River - Christiana

Region 5

15

Kafue River - Zambia

SAALAA

Venue

SAUFF

No Information received

SALTBAA

Inlands

150

Oranjeville

All Coastals

80

Knysna

Seniors Nationals

100

Velddrift

Ladies & Juniors Nationals

100

Deneysville - Vaal Dam

Total Number of Events

63
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OPERATIONS AND EVENTS
International Tournaments/ Championships/Competitions
The various National Teams of the NF/NA’s represented South Africa at different International events which include:
• Region 5 Tournaments
• World Championships
• EFSA Tournaments
• Internationals

The events attended in 2019 by the NF/NA’s National Teams includes the following:

Number of
Participants

Federation/Association

Event

SABAA

Seniors - Region 5 Tournament

13

Lake Chikamba - Mozambique

Juniors - Region 5 Tournament

13

Unknown

World Championship

9

Vaal River

Masters – World Championship

6

Dullstroom

Juniors – International

7

Vyssi Brod. Czech Republic

Seniors - Fips Mouche- World Championships

5

Launcheston -Australia

SACSCF

World Championship

5

Pretoria

SAFBAF

Bank Ang Ladies Region 5 Tournament

6

Naute Dam - Namibia

Bank Ang Masters Region 5 Tournament

9

Naute Dam - Namibia

Bank Ang Seniors Region 5 Tournament

9

Naute Dam - Namibia

Bank Ang Juniors Region 5 Tournament

9

Naute Dam - Namibia

Carp Ang World Championship

11

Bloemhof Dam - Bamboesspruit

Feeder Ang World Championship

9

Bloemhof Dam - Verlatenskraal

Match Ang Ladies World Championship

9

Vaal River

Match Ang Masters World Championship

8

Vaal River

Gus Kollner

50

Henties Bay

Seniors - Region 5 Tournament

9

Struisbaai

Juniors u/16 - Region 5 Tournament

9

Struisbaai

Ladies - Region 5 Tournament

9

Struisbaai

Grand Masters - Region 5 Tournament

9

Struisbaai

Masters - Region 5 Tournament

9

Struisbaai

Juniors u/21 - Region 5 Tournament

9

Struisbaai

Seniors Pegged World Championship

9

Langebaan

Ladies Pegged World Championship

9

Langebaan

Masters Pegged World Championship

9

Langebaan

Pairs Pegged World Championship

9

Langebaan

Big Game World Championship

4

Sodwana

HIBT Billfish

2

Hawaii

EFSA Tournament

5

Weymouth

Billfish International

3

Guatemala

SALAA

World Championship

8

Loskop Dam

SAUFF

No Information received

SALTBAA

Seniors – World Games Tournament

8

Mossel Bay

55th World Championship boat Angling

5

Gallipoli

Region 5 Tournament

19

Gariep Dam

Ladies - World Games Tournament

8

Mossel Bay

SAFFA

SASAA

SADSAA

Total Number of Events

Venue

33
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OPERATIONS AND EVENTS
African Region for Sport Fishing
Members of the SASACC Mancom went on a visiting expedition in Africa and Italy to enhance the forming of the African Region
Sport Fishing structure and participation events. The following countries were visited, and meeting held with the Executive of the
nations:
• Italy
• Tunisia
• Morocco
• Egypt
• Seychelles
During the meeting with FIPS Ed President, support to the initiative was given on behalf of CIPS and FIPS Councils.
The meetings with the various Nations went exceptionally well and the outcomes will be making for exciting times for the greater
sport of angling. The outcomes of the meetings include the following:
• An African Region for Sport Fishing Commission will be established to drive the process, to initiate and coordinate
events.
• Various types of Competitions are planned for the region which will include:
o Two or more Countries competing in a Competition.
o A Competition program between two nations with a hosting and support agreement.
o FIPS Recognized Africa Region Championships.
• All the countries participating in the sport on International or only in an organized manner within the country will be
approached to form part of the Region and to participate and host events.
• The hosting of the competitions will be done in discipline of FIPS Mer, FIPS Mouche and FIPS Ed.
• The possibility is being investigated to start “new” competition disciplines which might not be FIPS recognized but it's
being practised by countries in the Region.
• Development in the youth and ladies’ sections will one of the focus areas.
• The agreement is that the first Region competitions will be hosted in 2020.
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OPERATIONS AND EVENTS

Event Management – Awards and General Assemble
SASACC Annual General Meeting:
The Annual General Meeting was held on 8 June 2019 in Johannesburg. During this meeting, the SASACC National Council were
present which includes the Mancom, Exco and the Presidents of the NF/NA’s.
The normal process of election of office-bearers was concluded during this meeting. As part of the process the Newly Elected
Mancom, including some members who were still in their election cycle:

•

President – Andries Maree (SAFBAF)

•

Vice President – Adiel Behardien (SASAA)

•

Vice President – Mike Milligan (SABAA)

•

Secretary – Wendy Strydom (SALTBAA)

•

Treasurer - Johan Oosthuizen (Bookkeeper)

SASACC Fish-Off Function
The 2019 angling year was a year with many challenges but also with many highlights, of which the SASACC Fish-Off Function was
definitely one of the highlights.
Having been able to host the 1st ever function of this nature for SASACC was part of the history made within the Confederation.
During this special event, this was attended by all the National Teams who was going to take part in the 4th Sport Fishing World
Games 2019 and some guests.
It was a great privilege and special action to have 14 National Teams with over 110 anglers and management members present.
During the function, a few speeches were delivered and each of the teams was introduced to the audience which was a special
occasion for the anglers to be recognized by all the 9 National Federations/Association Members and Presidents present and the
function.
The purpose of this function was to be the “Fish-Off” Function to the team participating in the World Games which were to start the
next day with the Opening Ceremony at Sandton City.
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Event Management – Awards and General Assemble
SASACC Fish-Off Function (Continue)
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PARTNERSHIP AND STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS
International Federations
The NF/NA’s are affiliated members to these International Federations
and are in good standing with each of the Federations.
The International Federations which are members of CIPS
(FIPS-Mer, FIPS-Ed & FIPS-Mouche) and CMAS hosts annually
the various World Championships which are awarded a host
country.

The International Federations to which SASACC and its NF/NA’s are
affiliated to includes:
• Confédération Internationale de Pêche Sportive (CIPS)

The World Championships are hosted based on the hosting
regulations and angling rules of the various angling disciplines.

•

The International Sport Fishing Confederation (CIPS) was established
on 22nd February 1952 in Rome, Italy.

Fédération Internationale de la Pêche Sportive - Mer

The International Angling Confederation is structured with three
international sport-fishing federations: the International Fresh Water
Sport Fishing Federation (FIPS-Ed), the International Fly Sport Fishing
Federation (FIPS-Mouche), and the International Sea Sport Fishing
Federation (FIPS-Mer).

•

Fédération Internationale de la Pêche Sportive - Ed

•

Fédération Internationale de la Pêche Sportive – Mouche

•

Confédération Mondiale des Activités Subaquatiques

•

European Federation of Sea Anglers

The CIPS action stretches all over the world. It is the only organization
which represents the great community of sport fishermen. Currently,
152 National Federations from 78 countries and one international
fishing organisation, representing altogether about 50 million members
belonging to CIPS.
The World Underwater Federation (CMAS) was founded in 1959 and by
now it comprises over 130 federations from 5 continents.
The European Federation of Sea Anglers (EFSA) was formed in 1961 by
a group of International anglers who were taking part in a fishing
festival being held out of Looe in England. Many of these anglers had
fished together for a number of years and seven nations were
represented in this formative group. One of the functions of the
Federation is to stage the European Sea Angling Championships. These
championships have been held annually since 1962 and are held in a
different country each year.
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Sports and Recreations South Africa (SRSA)

National Lotteries Commission

"An active and winning sporting nation"
• In striving to create an active and winning nation, SRSA
not only indicates the core focus of current endeavours
but also expresses firm commitment to keep on doing
whatever it takes to have a significant and positive
impact on the entire South African nation.
• Mission Statement. To transform the delivery of sport
and recreation by ensuring equitable access,
development and excellence at all levels of participation
and to harness the socio-economic contributions that
can create a better life for all South Africans.
• Values.
• Accountability Taking responsibility for actions and
decisions.
• Batho Pele Putting people first.
• Dedication Going beyond the call of duty and
committing to service excellence.
• Innovation Finding creative solutions.
• Integrity Doing the right things even when not
watched.
• Transparency Being open to scrutiny.
• Teamwork Demonstrating inclusivity in delivery.

▪

▪

▪

South African Sports Confederation and Olympic Committee
(SASCOC)

▪ SASCOC is South Africa’s national multi-coded sporting
body responsible for the preparation, presentation and
performance of teams to all multi-coded events, namely
the Olympic Games, Paralympic Games, Commonwealth
Games, World Games, All Africa Games, Olympic Youth
Games, Commonwealth Youth Games and Zone VI
Games.
▪ We are responsible for the awarding for National Protea
Colours to athletes/officials who have met the criteria to
represent South Africa in different sporting codes and
arenas and we also endorse the applications for Bidding
and Hosting of international events, providing these
criteria are all met.
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The National Lotteries Commission is the only National
Lottery Regulator and License holder in South Africa.
The NLC regulates various lotteries including sports
pools, society lotteries, raffles and competitions. The
NLC monitors and regulates the running of various
lottery competitions, including those organised by nonprofit organisations to raise funds and by companies to
promote their goods and services.
The National Lotteries Commission also serves as a
Grant Funder, providing registered Non-Profit
Organisations with funding to establish projects that
improve the lives of everyday South Africans. Our grant
funding focuses mainly on areas that require enough
support to be able to bring growth and change within
impoverished communities. The impact of our grantfunding model is designed in a manner that plays a
pertinent role in changing people’s lives. We as a
commission are guided by a strict mandate, that
governs our operations and helms the model of our
grant funding.
The NLC supported SASACC with the hosting of the 4th
Sport Fishing World Games by means of a financial
grant to the hosting organization.

SASACC Partners
During the year of 2019, as part of the 4th Sport Fishing
World Games, various partners formed partnerships with
SASACC to support the hosting of the Games. Through this,
we would like to recognize the partners and thank them for
the support given to the sport.
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OPERATIONS AND EVENTS

Norms and Standards on Good Governance
Norms and Standards
During the 2019 year, SASACC and the NF/NA’s have been focussing on establishing uniformity in terms of the implementation of
the adherence to the Code of Conduct and certain aspects of the National Teams, for example, the apparel.
By establishing the norms and standards, we are creating a sense of pride in the sport, a sense of belonging and a sense of
honour to be selected in a National Team to represent South Africa of the NF/NA’s.
The establishment of the Norms, Standards and Good Governance is a focus area for SASACC to evolve the amateur sport of
angling into a professional ran sport.
Good Governance
By establishing and improving the SASACC and NF/NA’s Constitutions, Regulations and By-Laws great progress was made to
ensure good governance in the sport on all the management levels of the sport. Most of the NF/NA’s have gone through the
process of revision on the governance documents and policies.
By SASACC enforcing good governance, the number of incidents, disciplinary incidents and disputes have decreased.
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OPERATIONS AND EVENTS

Dispute Resolution
During the 2019 year, in the broader SASACC structure which includes all the NF/NA’s, there were only three matters which
was elevated to SASACC level.
One of the disputes was a manner which is coming from 2016/17 and dragged along over time. The other matter was resolved
in an amicable manner between the parties involved.
It is, however, a concerning matter that there are some of the Clubs and Provincial management structures which are not
applying the Avoidance And Resolution Of Disputes And Disciplinary Codes Policy, which was adopted by all the NF/NA’s.
The NF’NA’s, and Provincial management are once again requested to sensitize the Sub Committees and clubs’ management
regarding the policy, procedures and processes to be followed.
The adoption of the Procedure For Avoidance And Resolution Of Disputes And Disciplinary Codes and the expansion thereof
ensured that the management of all the levels in the sport is well informed of the processes to be followed with a disciplinary
matter or a dispute lodged by a member.
This By-Law is the cornerstone to protect the rights of the members and also to protect and empower the management in the
sport to manage the sport with a well-disciplined nature.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE

Sports Training & Coaching
SASACC has embarked over the last few years to implement a formal training program to train anglers in various different
training designations. During the end of 2018, all the courses were converted to an online training modules system
with the utilization of an electronic online examination system. Through this process, the members can complete the course
on their own time, without having to travel to attend course lectures.
As SASACC do not have the financial means to register the course on the
South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) and the Professional Sports Training Body established by SASCOC.
The training courses developed at this stage are:
• Assistant Angling Coach Level 1
• Team Manager – Provincial or National
• Team Captain – Provincial or National
• Angling Administrative Course
The purpose of these courses are to empower the members who are selected in the positions of are willing to serve the sport to
ensure that they can be professional in their conduct.
As prescribed by SASCOC, all members selected into teams and management/administrative positions must be trained to
empower them to fulfil their respective duties and responsibilities. It was thus decided by the National Council of SASACC that all
the members who aspire to or are selected in Team Management positions on Provincial and National level must as from 2019
have completed the respective courses. However, some of the NF/NA’s have not fully rolled out this process and will be closely
monitored during 2020 with the selection and approval of National Teams.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE

Angling Academy
During 2019 the vision for the establishment of an Angling Academy was presented during the SASACC OGM. The vision for the
Academy is to, on behalf of SASACC and the NF/NA’s host the High-Performance Angling Training to improve the angling skills
and knowledge of anglers competing on National level.
As part of the focus areas of the Academy, single sport exposure and marketing days will be hosted as part of the recruitment
process of anglers to become members of the competitive angling community.
The Academy sections will also be available, on request and booking basis to assist with Provincial Level angling skills
development to support the Provincial structures.
As part of the Academy activities, the talent identification process will fast track members to become part of the HighPerformance training and join a mentor program.
The Academy will be recruiting skilled and recognised anglers in the NF/NA’s to be the Academy Project Leader in the NF/NA
with supporting members as coaches which will be a specialist or subject specialists.
The planning is to start the activities of the Academy during 2020 in selected NF/NA’s as the first phase roll-out model.
As part of the Academy’s responsibilities, the Angling Coaching Manuals for anglers and Coaches will be developed in support of
various partners. These manuals will assist the Coaches with subject-specific coaching skills. The Anglers’ Training Manual will
contain the angling knowledge to be discussed as part of the coaching program. This process will then enable SASACC to have
members with the Designation of Angling Coach Level 2.
The structure of the academy will be formulated as follow for the first-year roll-out:
Discipline Coaches
Bass Angling
Discpline Academy
Leader
Specialist Coach

Discipline Coaches
Bank Angling
Discpline Academy
Leader
Specialist Coach

Discipline Coaches
Feeder Angling
Discpline Academy
Leader
Specialist Coach

Chief Operating
Officer

Discipline Coaches
Shore Angling
Discpline Academy
Leader
Specialist Coach

Discipline Coaches
Carp Angling
Discpline Academy
Leader
Specialist Coach

Specialist Coach
Deepsea Angling
Disciplines
DisciplineSpecialist Coach
Coaches
Other Disciplines
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CONCLUSION
Acknowledgements
During the reporting year 2019, the successful functioning of the Confederation and its NF/NA’s were made possible
through the commitment and hard work of volunteers to act as office-bearers or management. Without these hundreds
of members managing their club activities or the Province or the Sub Committee, etc being committed to their
responsibilities and duties.
With this report we would like to thank all those members, we salute you!
The second set of partners who contributed to the successful completion of the 2019 activities are the sponsors and
business partners of SASACC, the NF/NA’s, Provinces and Teams. In an effort to prevent missing out a specific partner,
SASACC would like to use this opportunity to thank all the sponsors and business partners for being involved with the
sport and support the sport to enable SASACC and its members to participate in the sport of angling and casting.

Last Cast
As the current President of SASACC in my first year in office, it is truly an honour and privilege to provide an Annual
Report for 2019. I want to use this opportunity to thank Michael Graskie, the previous President of SASACC, for the great
leader for his term in office as the President. We thank you, Michael, for the leadership and example given through your
leadership.
The functioning of SASACC as the governing body of the Sport in South Africa and as the mouthpiece of the recreational
and competitive sport community places a heavy burden on the Mancom and National Council. The Mancom and
Executive are involved in numerous commissions and committees on Provincial, National and International level,
ensuring that the sport continues to have good representation with constructive inputs submitted. As this is an ongoing
process SASACC is intensely involved in the Invasive Species Act, The Bill on the Inland Fisheries Act, the unlawful
netting of fish, the Inland netting project at Van der Kloof Dam, etc.
It is my vision as shared by the National Council to evolve the amateur sport of angling which is currently being
managed and governed on an amateur basis to become an amateur sport be managed and governed on a professional
basis. This could mean that you as members and office-bearers have been experiencing some changes in the sport over
the last year. I respectfully request that you embrace and support the changes in the sport in an effort to ensure that
our sport remains relevant to the expectations of our members and to stay in touch of technology to utilize it as a force
multiplier and to increase the accuracy in which administrative actions are completed.
When moving the focus to SASACC’s and NF/NA’s responsibility of hosting angling and casting activities for our
members to participate on a competitive platform we foresee in the near future that there will be 3 to 4 new angling
disciplines being added to the disciplines being participated in South Africa. These are exciting times for us as the sport
is creating more participating opportunities for our members.
As mentioned, the momentum for the establishment of the African Region for Sport Fishing has received a great push
with the scheduled visit to the different countries. We expect to see the realization of this in the near future and cannot
wait for the hosting and participation opportunities, which this will lead to for our members.
May 2020 be a special year in terms of our participation, and may we manage the sport based on good governance
principles by the various office-bearers and management.
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